
OPEN / CLOSE Opens and closes the toilet seat.
Toilet lid opens and closes.

◆“Washlet”is a registered trademark of TOTO.

 

 

 

・The wand returns to the standard 
position (3rd step) each time 
the wash button (“REAR”, “SOFT 
REAR” or “BIDET”) is pressed.

・If you press the water pressure 
adjustment button, the lamp lights for 
about 10 seconds at the preset position.

Standard Use
Essential Points of Use!

Press a button on the remote control; a beep sounds when the top unit receives the signal.

POWER 
DEODORIZE

Low Battery 
warning mark ・Increases air suction 

power for powerful 
deodorization.

WASH Washing the rear.

DRY Dries wet parts using 
warm air.

STOP

For washing rear using mild water pressure.
Serves as a bidet for ladies.

FLUSH
A small volume of water is 
used to flush the toilet bowl clean.
・Use this if the toilet paper is not flushed away.

Full flush
       ・Up to 10 m of toilet paper (single)

Half flush
       ・Up to 3 m of toilet paper (single)

●The function that can be used when you press the “REAR”, 
“SOFT REAR”  or  “BIDET” button during use.

・If you press a wash button (Rear, Soft 
or Bidet), the lamp lights for about 10 
seconds at the preset position.

■WATER PRESSURE ADJUSTMENT (5 steps.)

Stops rear washing 
and other operating  
functions. 

OSCILLATING
・If you press the button again 

during use, the wand moves 
back and forth so that you can 
wash your rear thoroughly. 

■WASH POSITION 
    ADJUSTMENT (5 steps.)

Setting confirmation
・The current settings can be checked 

from the LED.
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How to Use 
More comfortable! More Energy-Savings!

  

Press the button selected in step      repeatedly 
until a desired temperature level lights up.
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Temperature Adjustment

Press the button of the temperature you want 
to change.

※There is no "OFF" setting for drying.
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If the button is not pressed for about 10 seconds, the 
temperature adjustment LED will go off, but the setting 
will be retained.
If the temperature adjustment LED goes out before the 
setting is completed, start all over again at step     .1

Toilet seat 
temperature adjusutment button

Temperature can be changed to "Warm Water", 
"Toilet Seat" and "Warm Air" (only models equipped 
with warm air dryer) 

Drying air temperature
adjustment button

Displaying 
the temperature level of 
the pressed button

Warm water temperature 
adjustment button
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Energy-Saving Features

※It takes approximately 10 days to determine the time slot where 
the toilet is used less frequently.

Once set, the toilet seat heater turns off everyday at that time to save energy.
(The energy-saving time period can be set to 6 or 9 hours.) 

ENERGY-SAVING TIMER

When the time (1:00 am) you want to start energy saving function is 

reached, press the            button repeatedly until the "6" LED lights up.

The Washlet memorizes the time slot when the toilet is used less frequently 
and lowers the toilet seat temperature automatically to save energy.

AUTO ENERGY-SAVING FUNCTION

Recommended energy-saving !

When using energy-saving function for 6 hours(1:00 - 7:00am).Example

  

You can turn the feature ON/OFF at your discretion.

To turn the auto energy-saving 
function "ON"

To turn "OFF"

Default setting  

ON

OFF
LED goes out.

6 hours

9 hours

LED goes out.
OFF

Product functions and shape may differ depending on the model.

LED goes out.  

Setting completed

Press the


